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Vicki Douglas doesn’t just see plays at 
Theater Lawrence. She hears them, too.

Yes, Douglas has hearing loss, and yes, 
she wears hearing aids. But the auditorium 
is equipped with its own secret weapon 
to help hard-of-hearing theatergoers fully 
enjoy the action on stage: A “hearing loop” 
system that transmits the actors’ dialogue 
directly to the devices in her ears.

Which means that no matter where 
Douglas sits in the audience, she can hear 
the performance with such clarity that it 
sounds like the actors are standing right 
next to her. 

“At Theatre Lawrence, you can sit in 
the back row,” Douglas said recently. The 
loop system “eliminates distance, so you’re 
getting a very clear sound in your hearing 
aid.”

Such stories are why Douglas and 
Richard Meidinger, a retired physician, 
are on a crusade: They want public places 
across Lawrence to install loop systems to 
address what they see as a crisis of hearing 
loss. The areas of need include meeting 
rooms, performance stages and anywhere 
groups gather to listen.

“Churches are probably the most critical 
area I see in town,” Meidinger says. 

HOW IT WORKS
The loop system is so named because an 

audio-induction wire is used to surround 
— or “loop” — the area where the 
audience will sit. Inside the loop, amplified 
audio is broadcast directly to the coils 
inside a person’s hearing aids. (Meidinger 
estimates about 80 percent of hearing aids 
include such T-coil technology.) It works in 
big arenas, where live audio is broadcast by 
performers using microphones, or at home, 
where users can have their TV broadcast 
audio directly to their ears.

“I can watch KU basketball in my 
basement,” Meidinger says. “When I’m 
in this electromagnetic field, I hear 
exactly what’s coming out of that TV or 
microphone. Everything sounds the same, 
whether I’m standing in front of the 
speaker or in the back of the room.”

Douglas approached Theatre Lawrence 
leaders before the group broke ground on 
its new West Lawrence facility in 2012.

”We have many patrons who have 
hearing challenges,” says Mary Doveton, 
the theater’s executive director. “There’ve 
been a lot of experiments with signed 
performance and captioned performances. 
With our stage, that sticks out into the 

audience, neither of those things is very 
practical.”

The loop system, she says, “seemed to be 
the most practical and most user-friendly 
and best system.”

So far, so good. In addition to 
broadcasting directly to hearing aids of 
viewers, the theater also has about a dozen 
headphone units that allow theatergoers 
to listen in, if they don’t have hearing aids. 
Sometimes, all the units are checked out.

Doveton says that a recent attendee 
who used the system “ said it was the 
only time he’d been to the theater that he 
experienced the whole thing.”

The system cost $17,000 to install.
 “In the great scheme of things — if you 

do it when you build a building — that’s 
the only expense we’ve had,” Doveton says. 
It’s a “relatively simple fix that can bring so 
much joy to so many people.”

WHY IT’S NEEDED
The loop campaign is part of a broader 

push to assist hearing-impaired Kansans. 
The Kansas Commission for the Deaf and 
Hard of Hearing estimates that 232,000 
state residents have permanent hearing 
loss. 

Beyond obvious problems, studies 
show that if hearing loss is not corrected, 
“parts of the brain will atrophy,” Douglas 
says. “They’re even associating dementia 
with hearing loss.”

But many Kansans, Meidinger says, 
don’t have — and can’t afford — hearing 
aids. One solution? A bill in the Kansas 
House would require health insurers to 
cover the costs of hearing aids, including 
batteries and repairs.

“These suckers cost $5,000,” he says. 
“That’s why we’re pushing for assistance.”

In the meantime, Meidinger and 
Douglas will continue their crusade for 
hearing loops. While still relatively rare 
locally, Meidinger says, in Europe “almost 
every venue — from the taxi cab I ride in 
London to the Parliament — is looped.”

Their efforts are paying off. The Dole 
Center for Politics has a portable loop 
system it uses for public presentations. 

“The people who use it love it,” says 
Lawrence Bush, assistant director for 
facilities at the center. “It’s so much better 
than our general hearing assisted devices. 
You’re getting the direct benefit of the 
sound system. … It’s very cool.”
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Richard Meidinger is pictured recently at the Dole Institute of Politics. Meidinger, who is hearing impaired, was instrumental in lobbying the Dole Institute to install a loop system, which enables members of the audience to have 
sound from events sent directly to their hearing aids.

(The loop system) eliminates distance, so you’re 
getting a very clear sound in your hearing aid.”

•	 Lawrence Public Library auditorium 

•	 Marston Hearing Center 

•	 Theatre Lawrence 

•	 City Commission Room

•	 Central Court at the Spencer Museum of Art

•	 Open Pavilion at the Douglas County Fairgrounds

SOME LAWRENCE SITES WITH HEARING LOOPS
— Vicki Douglas, attendee at Theatre Lawrence, which uses hearing loops


